
Pediatric Care Online—
Trusted advice. Always on call.

Treat with confidence.
Trusted answers from the American Academy of Pediatrics.

Quick Reference Guide for Site License Users

Pediatric Care Online bundles all the essential tools you rely on every 
day into one subscription with one simple login. It’s like a 4-in-1 
resource as it also includes all the content from Red Book® Online, 
Pediatric Patient Education™, and the AAP Toolkits sites.  
Must have resources include
•  Red Book® Online—The 32nd edition of Red Book Summary of 

Changes in English and Spanish. Keep current with updates on 
COVID-19 guidance and other infectious disease developments, 
practice state-of-the-art prevention, simplify diagnosis and 
disease management, and much more.

•  AAP Toolkits—Dedicated tab includes the most current Bright 
Futures, ADHD, Autism and Mental Health toolkits.

•  The complete Pediatric Patient Education™ library—Instantly 
print and hand out the most recent information on 800+ topics 
plus over 300 handouts in Spanish.

•  Schmitt Pediatric Care Advice patient education collection—
over 280 handouts including both symptom and diagnostic-based 
handouts in addition to popular topics and well-child care.

•  Handouts by Language patient education collection—Eleven 
select handouts are now available in 12 languages. The additional 
languages include: Arabic, Bengali, Chinese (Mandarin), French, 
Haitian Creole, Hmong, Korean, Polish, Portuguese, Russian, 
Somali, Spanish, and Vietnamese.

•  Point-of-Care Quick Reference Topics—Indispensable AAP 
information on 250+ topics streamlined for fast answers and 
continuously updated.

•  AAP Textbook of Pediatric Care—More than 375 chapters  
of expert guidance to diagnose, treat, and manage  
pediatric illnesses.

•  Clinical Reports—The latest AAP recommendations on 
integrative medicine, weight control, and more.
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•  Visual Libraries—Quickly search 3,000+ images for faster 
diagnosis.

•  Common Pediatric Medical Procedures—Video series features 
the 19 Common Pediatric Procedural Skills required by the 
ACGME including Nursemaid’s Elbow, Cover Test for Strabismus, 
and Heart Murmur Exam.

•  Mental Health in the Pediatric Of fice—Essential video training 
for office or hospital settings.

•  Forms & Tools—Algorithms, clinical calculators, and pediatric 
drug lookup.

•  Bright Futures—Full text of Bright Futures Guidelines and 
Pocket Guide ebooks. 
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Quick Reference Guide for Site License Users

Send this quick reference guide to your organization’s site license users to help them gain the most benefit: 
in-office access and remote sign-in.
For a PDF version of this guide with the ability to customize the text in this box for your organization, as 
well as other resources for managing your site license, please visit publications.aap.org/pages/user-guides/ 

How do I access Pediatric Care Online™?
When your practice or institution subscribes to Pediatric Care 
Online, your access may be “authenticated” by your computer’s 
internet address or your intranet. If you see your organization’s 
name near the upper right of the screen, your session is 
authenticated. If you have questions about how to access 
Pediatric Care Online through your organization’s subscription, 
please contact your librarian or administrator.

How do I use Pediatric Care Online™?
The quickest way to find content is via a search. All content 
is easily accessible via the home page, the top navigation menu, 
and the footer links.

Should I sign in?
Your access to the online site is provided through your 
organization’s preferred method. If you also sign in with your 
individual AAP Login while accessing the site license, you will 
then be able to sign in remotely.

What about mobile access? 
When your session is authenticated or you are signed in, the 
responsive design of the AAP Publications online platform 
adjusts automatically to your device. 

What if I don’t already have an individual 
AAP account? 
Click on Create Account and follow the prompts. 

How can I get help and technical support? 
•  Learn more on the About page linked at the bottom of 

each page of the site. 
•  Contact our Member and Customer Care team at  

mcc@aap.org or 888/227-1770. 
•  Visit our AAP Support Center at kb.aap.org 
•  Contact your librarian or administrator.

About the AAP
The AAP is an organization of 67,000 pediatricians committed 
to the optimal physical, mental, and social health and well-
being of all infants, children, adolescents, and young adults.
The AAP is the leading publisher in the field of pediatrics, 
with a broad range of trusted resources for practitioners, staff, 
patients, and parents. We’re continually updating our content 
and making it available in multiple formats to suit your needs 
and preferences: books, eBooks, journals, websites, and more.


